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LIGHTS and SOUND TECHNICAL REQUIREMENT 
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SOUND REQUIREMENTS  
Purchaser agrees to provide a sound system meeting the following requirements: ___________. 
 
A.  Sound system should be ready to go when band arrives, with all lines plugged in and already tested according to the latest 
stage-plot, sent or faxed to you by the ARTISTS ROAD MANAGER or artists representative; cell phone 409-789-1913. 
 
B.  A sound check is mandatory prior to any performance and requested on the day of performance.  
 
C.  Stage Size: 32' X 24' minimum.  
 
D.  HOUSE SOUND - Professional quality sound equipment is mandatory for all shows.  
 

1.  Mixing board - twenty-four (24) input channels, four (4) auxiliary sends, four (4) sub-masters, Yamaha, Soundcraft, 
Mackie, Crest Midas, or Allen & Heath, recommended.  
 
2.  Three (3) bands E.Q. per channel. Thirty-one (31) band graphic E.Q. per side if stereo or per matrix.  
 
3.  Three (3) way powered system (lows - 18" or 15"; mids - 12" or 10"; highs - 2" horn loaded).  
 
4.  At eight (8) ohms - 500 watts low, 400 watts mid, 150 watts high.  
 
5.  Two (2) low bins, two (2) mid arrays, two (2) high clusters per five hundred (500) people.  
 
6.  Five (5) direct boxes (with ground switches).  
 
7.  Fifteen (15) microphone tri pod boom stands.  
 
8.  Three (3) SM 58's, two (2) amp mic, five (5) condenser mic, three (3) tommies, one (1) kick mic, one (1) snare mic. 
Cables and spares included.  
 
9.  One hundred (100) foot snake and splitter.  
 
10. Six (6) dbx compressors / gates.  
 
11. Three (3) Quality Reverbs, one (1) delay.  
 
12. CD player.  

 
MONITOR SOUND  

1.  Twenty-four (24) channel input, seven (7) mixes per channel.  
2.  Three band E.Q. per channel.  
3.  Eight (8) bi-amp floor slants, 1" - 2" horn high; 15" low.  
4.  Thirty-one (31) band E.Q. and active crossover per mix.  
5.  An experienced monitor engineer must be provided.  

 

Recommended sound companies: Performance Audio, Salt Lake City, UT; QuickBeam, Albuquerque, NM.; Atlantis Audio, Phoenix, AZ; 
AVW Systems Dallas, Austin, San Antonio, Dallas Backup, Dallas, TX; Tumbleweed, Amarillo, TX; Backstage, Austin TX; Phillips Audio, 
Oklahoma City; Dowlen Sound, Denver; CO; Audio Analysts, Colorado Springs, CO; Jacobs Audio, Boulder, CO; Star Sound Audio, Reno; 
Wolfco Productions, Taos, NM.   
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LIGHTING  
A.  AN EXPERIENCED LIGHTING DIRECTOR IS REQUIRED.  
 
B.  FOLLOW SPOTS (ALL FOLLOW SPOTS MUST HAVE EXPERIENCED OPERATORS).  
Two (2) Super Troupers or Ultra Arc's are preferred. Trouperettes or Quartz follow spots with at least 1500 watt lamps are 
acceptable for throws less than sixty (60) feet.   
 
C.  FOLLOW SPOT COLORS SHOULD INCLUDE: Lee amber #004, lavender #170, light blue #161, pink #192, and blue #119.  
 
STAGE LIGHTING (MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS)  
Backlights: Twenty four (24) backlights, divided into four (4) lamps per wash.  
Lamps should be 1000 watt par 64's.  
 
Backlight washes should be Lee, amber #021, red #027, magenta #113, blue #119, blue #181, blue-green #116.  
Twenty four (24) front lights should be a minimum of six (6) lamps per wash.   
 
Front lights should also be 1000 watt par 64's.  
Front colors should be Lee, amber #15, red #182, lavender #58, blue #68.  
 
Specials: fiddle, bass, Gary, guitar, keys, drums.   
 
Specials should be Source Fours, or 6" X 12" or 6" X 16" ellipsoidals.  Each should be on a separate circuit and should be 
colored with Lee pink #153.   
 
An adequate dimmer control board with at least two (2) presets is required.  
 
D.  INTERCOM  
Lighting system must include an intercom system with headsets and belt packs to both follow spots, houselight position, lighting 
directors’ position and monitor and house mix positions.  
 
E.  BACKDROP  
An upstage pipe that will hold a 15" high, 50" wide backdrop. (Either a sponsor banner approved by artist, or plain flat black.) 
The sponsor banner may conflict with artists endorsements so approve with artist first. 
 
F.  PYROTECHNIC DEVICES 
Artist shall obtain Purchaser's approval for any pyrotechnic device used by Artist and such device shall be subject to applicable 
fire laws and shall be administered by a person with professional experience in pyrotechnics. 
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